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On August 18, 1994, Cessna Aircraft President and CEO Rus Meyer
Jr. made what was undoubtedly one
of the most anxiously awaited announcement in the recent history of
general aviation. Meyer announced
that Cessna would again begin
manufacturing several models of its
highly succcessful and world renowned single engine piston aircraft! - Jay Selman (JuJy 199J, Aviation
Equipment Maintenance)

·

NEWS FLASH UPDATE
On April 21 at 9:23 am, the protyple
model 172, powered by an 10-360, piloted
by Ellis Brady, Director of Engineering,
took off from Cessna's Pawnee Divion,
and climbed to 5,000 feet, in a 51 minute
test flight. - ed.

Gasoline

A variety of recent events draw
attention to the fuel we use in our fun
machines. The govenunent is trying
to come up with a new formulation
to promote various agenda. The oil
companies are tinkering with the
compounding and distribution of
modified aviation fuels. And the
EAA, along with others, is testing
and recommending various kinds of
gasoline. The American Society for
Testing and Materials ( ASTM) has
prepared a new specification for an
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82 Octane Unleaded Aviation fuel.
This gasoline will be identified as 82
UL and · Cessna has committed to
having their "new" 172, 182, and
206s certified for use of this unleaded gasoline. Continental and Lycoming have indicated that they will
accommodate the new fuel. The
availability of usable auto fuel and
the STCs which permit its use has
seduced a sizable group of economy
minded fun flyers into taking this
route to saving money. In some
cases it may not result in long term
savings. The first risk, is of course,
the quality of the gasoline available
at your local service station. Not all
stations have and handle a consistently high quality product. Not all
stations take precautions to avoid
contamination with other petroleum
products. You are thus faced with a
constant problem of testing and
evaluating what you buy. The test
kits I reported earlier (from
B.B.Travis Co., P.O. Box287, Lodi,
CA 95241) have worked well for me.
An additional "auto fuel" caution is
related to the Texas requirements
for addition of alcohol, MTBE and
ETBE to produce oxygenated gasoline. In a recent publication I find
that a number of automobiles have

experienced underhood fires. The
manufacturer's investigation found
that the MTBE/ETBE additives were

DISCLAIMER

We .would like to make you aware
that as always, in past, present, and future, any communication issued by EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION, CHAPTER ONE SllOY-EIGHT, INC., regardless of
the form, fonnat, and/or media used which includes, but is not
limited to HANGAR ECHOES and audio/video recordings is
presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas,
opinions, and personal experience accounts. Anyone using
ideas. opinions, information, etc., doesso at their own discr&tion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and you are without recourse to anyone.
Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a
matter of information only and does not constitute approval,
sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event
(this includes Oshkosh). Please read, listen, enjoy, and be
careful out there.

Director's Meeting
September Meeting will be on ~5 at the Manske
Library. The program will be on First Flights by the
Flight Advisors.

September Fly-In will be 9/9 at the Flying 0. Hosted
by the Odlozils. This will be a covered dish lunch,
barbequed sausage being provided.

Beltllne Road
Brookhaven
Club Drive

Valwood Pkwv.
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ICalelldar of Events I
September 5: Regular Meeting Farmers
Branch Manske Library 6:30 pm - 8:45 pm.
September 9: Fly-in at Flying O Airport Cov-

ered dish lunch.

September BOD Meeting will be 9/14 at the Manske
Library conference room.

September H.E. assembly to be 9/26 at Don Christiansen's.
Faye Troxel provided an Advertising update. Nineteen ads are paid for.
·
The Chapter Christmas Party was discussed . The
SAAC is not available for 11/29, will attempt to reserve the Manske Auditorium for 12/5. A possible
format change to dessert only, and a gift exchange
was discussed.
The Chapter Officer situation was discussed. Gary
Glaser to take over Fly-ins, Jerry Bidle to become
Treasurer. The '96 Officer Elections were discussed .
The BOD will solict nominations.
The Chapter Trailer was discussed. The lettering
has not been done. A quote for a cover was discussed . It was motioned and approved to authorize
up to $300 + tax for a cover.
The September Door Prize will be a Bingelis book.
The 1996 EAA calendars should be delivered
9/1/95.
The 800 was briefed on contacts Sam Cooper had
with people seeking assistance with an Aviation
Explorer Post they are sponsoring.
The Hangar Echoes format was discussed.

September 9: Chapter 34; Breakfast Fly-in
west side of Spinks Airport 8:30 am - 10:00
am; UNICOM 122.7; ELV 700 ft. - John Taylor (817} 534-5396
September 14: Director's Meeting Farmers
Branch Manske Library 7:00 pm - 8:45 pm.
September 26: Hangar Echoes Assembly
Host Sam Cooper; 3525 Birchwood, Plaino,
starting at 7:00 p.m. (424-6930)

The President's Letter
By the time you read this column,
the 1995 EAA All-American Sport
Aviation Fly-in will have happened.
Knowing the schedule and effort that
has gone into this event, I am expecting it to be a great regional event
There should be a little bit of everything at this Fly-in. I hope that most
of you will have had the time to come
out and enjoy the event. And if you
were able to volunteer some time,
thanks for helping out. It is appreciated.
I have been attending the large
EAA Fly-ins, Oshkosh and Sun 'n
Fun, for a number of years. While I
was initially in awe of the magnitude
of the events, I have since become
used to the size and scope of these
events. However, I am only just beginning to appreciate the effort involved in organizing one of these
Fly-ins. The AASA Fly-in has had a
number of volunteer meetings
where upwards of 40-50 people are
working to coordinate their portions
of the event These events can not
just happen. They are the result of a
lot of focused energy. This Fly-in is
a great example of how the result is
greater than the sum of its parts.

I want to thank two Chapter members who have recently stepped forward to fill Chapter Officer
positions. Jerry Bidle is stepping in
as our Treasurer for Paul Johnson,
and Gary Glaser will be taking over
as our Fly-in Officer in place of Sue
Whitesell. Thank you gentlemen,
your efforts will be appreciated.

Even though the Fall Fly-in season
has not started yet, we do have to
start preparing for 1996. Part of that
preparation includes electing new
Officers. I know that with the pressures of working and living these
days, that many of us feel we do not
have extra time. None of us do. Your
cUITent Officers are just as busy as
everyone else. But they make time
for things that are important to them.
Some riew troops are needed for
1996. I know that many of you can
step f oiward to fill a Chapter Officer
position.
As some of you are aware, Pat and
Paul Johnson will be retiring to a
new home in Arizona shortly. They
have actively contributed to Chapter
168 as Officers and Fly-in hosts for a
number of yea.rs. Thank you Pat and
Paul. You will be missed.
I want to thank Jayme and Richard
Robbins for hosting our July 27th
Hangar Echoes newsletter assembly.

I want to thank the Chapter's Aero
Country North End Bunch: Ellen and
Clair Button; Ann and Mel Asberry;
Dina and Gary Hansen; and Jerry
Bidle for hosting our August 5th Flyin. I know that quite a crew showed

up to enjoy the event.
Let's keep building and restoring,
so we can keep them, and us, flying.

Sam Cooper

Dimpling VS Counterskinking:

The Official Story

fined as a perm.anent set of 0.005'').
This indicates a worse 0/o loss than
the ultimate loads, giving a 33 % loss
in 0.032" and a 27°/o loss in 0.040"
material. The previous tables figures are for ultimate strength (failure), while tha above are those loads

One of the questions I omen hear is,
"Should I dimple or countersink.'"
Lately people seem to be gravitating
towards the view that countersinking
.032", while possibly prettier than dimpling, is pushing the limits of "acceptable practice".
Well, FINALLY
someone has come up with hard data
on the issue - Gill Alexander, internet
rv-list subscriber and infomation

that vrould cause a small permanent

hound, dug up the MIL-SPEC on the

So the answer to the original ques-

subject:
I Knew that I could get some real facts

and data to go along wiht this discussion: MIL-HDBK-5F - Metallic Materias and Elements for Aerospace
Vehicle Stuctures. This is a design
guide book of material strengths and
fastener strengths that is approved by
the Army, Navy, Air Force and the

set.
Thickness
0.052" 0.040"
0.063"

Dimpled
209
209
209

Countersunk

132
153
215

Yield Strength of 3132 MS20426AD (AN426AD3) nu.sh
rivets (-.alue in lbs.)

tion is many of us homebuilders are
not f ollo"'ing the approved practices, and we are seeing the effects.
- Gil Alexander June/July 1995 Portland RVators Newsletter

FAA.

All of the figures are valid for 2024T3
material
and probably would not be valid for
other grades of Aluminum. The first
table shows an 18 % loss of strength for
every countersunk rivet in 0.032", and
11 % loss in 0.040" material, that is a
"knife edge condition" and i,s not approved.
Thickness
0.052"
0.040"
0.063"

Dimoled

Countersunk

217
217

178
195

217

216

Sheae Strength of 3/32 MS20426AD (AN426AD3) Dush
rivets (value are ultimate strength in lbs.)

Following is the equivalent data
for YIELD strength inthis case de-

Bessie Colman Stamp
Bessie Coleman (1896-1926) was
the first black woman in America vvith a
pilot's license. She recvied here license on the 15th of June 1921 in
France because no flying shchool
would accept a black woman. She was
killed in 1926 while she was bamstoming in the South. - ed

causing leaks in fuel line components which allowed gasoline to be
sprayed within the engine area. If it
will do that to an automotive system,
watch out for what it can do to your
flying machine. And we are all aware
of the damage alcohol can do to elements of the typical aviation fuel system. Dallas area Shell engineering
assured me that they were not using
alcohol in their fuel. They also advised that it is required to post a
notice on the pump if alcohol is
added to gasoline. I have been told
that that only kicks in if the alcohol
percentage exceeds 10%. Be on
guard. Another danger you face is
storing and handling fuel in your
hanger (or where ever you keep it).
The risk of explosions during filling
of storage containers and transferring to the plane must be constantly
guarded. Extra precautions are
needed to avoid introducing particles and/or water in your system.
Altogether the handling is a risky
and tedious undertaking. I use auto
fuel in my plane and I find it necessary to deal with these and other
problems continuously. Safety experts recommend metal containers
and metal funnels all carefully
"grounded" together and to the metal of the plane's fuel tank. It is not
always easy to accomplish this ideal
condition. Electrical charges can
build up in plastic utensils and
sparks can be produced between
these normally non conducting
items. Proceed with caution. One
popular method of transferring fuel,
from a large container in your
pickup (or hanger or wherever), is to
use air pressure. A small air compressor is used to pressurize the
source container and this pressure

lifts the fuel into your plane. Neat
But somewhat dangerous. Starting
and stopping flow must be cautiously done else you may spray

gasoline all over the place. And there
is a more insidious danger. Compressing North Texas air produces
water. So each time you perform the
cycle you put a little water into your
storage container and probably into
your airplane. Recent accidents
seem to hinge on events which hint
at water in the_fuel of planes using
auto gasoline. Again, proceed with
caution. Allowing the engine to be
stopped by fuel shortage is among
the most fundamental of pilot errors.
Careful preflight and conscientious
flight planning should eliminate this
risk, but it still happens. A recent tale
I heard related an out of fuel event
which resulted from a pilot who
thought the baffle he saw through
the filler indicated more fuel than it
did. A long silent period in my early
days of flying a Bonanza resulted
from not knowing how long it would
take to get fuel to the engine from the
mains after I ran the Auxiliary tank
completely dry. Fortunately I was
high enough to get it going again
before I impacted the earth. Moral is;
know your plane, know it well and
keep learning all its quirks and characteristics. Make a game of it and be
determined to win.
Some other
"tricks" my 1940s flight instructor
drummed into my head include;
never change tanks in the pattern,
rotate between tanks at altitude during long flights and keep the tanks
filled.

Not switching tanks in the pattern
avoids the possibility of making a
dumb error at a time when you have

lots of pressure and little time to figure answers to surprising problems.
Rotating tanks at altitude on long
flights helps keep the plane
trimmed, helps keep refilling the
tanks with fresh fuel and lets you
find any problems at an altitude that
gives you time to work out whatever
is wrong. Keeping the tanks filled
keeps moisture from condensing in
the tanks and makes it less likelythat
you will rush to the airport and go
flying without enough fuel. I have
harped on preflight a number of
times and I will continue to do so.
Careful preparation is an important
ingredient in eliminating aviation
accidents. Always check the air
vents. I used to carry a small piece of
safety wire in my pocket to push
down the vents on the Pitts. A sudden
stoppage of power when inverted at
100 feet can be very upsetting. I
failed to check the vents on the Bo-~
nanza once and was confused by the
gauge staying on full for an extended
flight I learned on landing that with
the vent plugged the bladder had
collapsed on the gauge float and
would have lulled me into an out of
fuel event if the flight had been a
little longer. And of course check the
fuel quantity. A dip stick is the only
absolutely certain measurement.
Mine had gallon marks from 1 to full.
Staying with your plane while it is
gassed is a good idea, it lets you be
certain that the correct fuel is used,
that the correct tanks are serviced
and that the fuel caps are correctly
and properly placed on the plane. I
saved my neck by watching, at least
once. I caught the line person putting gasoline in the smoke oil tank
on the Pitts. Had I not been there to
correct that mistake the next time I

turned on the smoke I would have
made a Fire Ball instead. And by all
means do the low point drain properly and thoughtfully. Really take
note of what comes out of that drain
and make certain that if water is
fonnd that corrective measures are
taken. You must use a container to
catch the drained fuel, look at it like
your life depended on it It may. They
won't nm on water.
Other than
money, gasoline is probably the
most important single thing needed
for your fun machine. In reviewing
material for this piece I note that I
have a ton of information related to
fuel, its handling and use. So on the
subject of "Gasoline" ---to be continued.

Brownie Seau
At our last month Fly-in at
Aero Country the following planes
were flown in: RV-4, RV-6A, Starduster II, Skybolt, Firebolt, Bonanza,
Cessna 172 & 120, Cherokee, and
Stinson 108. Also not on the field but
in a fly-by was Dr. Don on his was to
Kansas. Ann Asberry got her first
open cokpit biplane ride, thanks to
Ken Whitehead and his Starduster II.

- ed (thanks Mel)
Directions to Flying O Take 1-45S from
Dallas 35miles to TEXAS 34 (Kaufman & Italy)
exit #251. Go A on 34 for 1 mile and 2 lights.
Go L on 34 at 3rd light, just after the RR
tracks. Go A on 34 at SS.
Go to Bardwell (cross reservoir) Go A on 984,
befor RR tracks. Go 2.5 miles then a 90R, a 90
L, and one more 90 L. Go A on Gravef rd. Go
.8 mile and make sharp L.
House is 2nd on A. Strip is 3300' x 60' Bermuda. S end clear. N end power lines.
- Good Luck! ed.
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FRED ZIMRING
EAA Legal Advisory Council
Zimring & Langley, P.C.
Office Alpha
13140 Coit Rd., Suite 203
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AEROMILLER

Aircraft Retrieval
Damaged Aircraft Storage

Used Parts
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft

Bruce Miller, Flight Instructor
Airplane, Glider, or Taildragger
Box 547, Prosper, TX 75078

.

(214) 346-2831

LONE STAR
PILOT SHOP
ADDISON AIRPORT

(214) 227-1111

(800) 336-6399

Stephen Smith

FINA

presents:

CATERING TO
STUDENT PILOTS

Jan Collmer
Aerobatics

LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS

Pitts S2B

4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248
214/250-6781
FAX 214/407-9383

D&NS BREEN
Regional Manager

THE AVE/K.O GROUP
Meacham Field
4016 North Main Street
FortWori,, Texas 76106-2701
Fax: 817·626-5447

FAX(214)227-6176

low Level Aero Performance

• T1><que Rolls
• Tait Slides
• Snap roll on take off
and final approach
A Rea/ Crowd Pleeser
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Jan Collmer
14-168 Proton Road
Dallas, TX 75244
(2141233-1589
Fax(214)23..1-0481

(214) 840-1400 BUSINESS
(214) 864-0346 FAX
(214) 494-4153 RESIDENCE

BILL WlSLEY
Sales Associate

COLDWELL BANKER
APEX, REALTORS""

800-638-8440

3001 S. FIFTH

GARLAND, TX 750~ 1

.

.

ME-V-~

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY

Don H. Webb

7204 PARWELK

1350 East Arapaho, Suite #126

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.)

Richardson, Texas 75081

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235

Portable Batteries

Replacement Lighting

Magnetic Media-Tapes

(214) 231-5351
FAX: (214) 231-2269
1-800-776-5267

George Carroll

(214) 637-3598

AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

Elect-A-Van Service, Inc.

ProSource M

D.E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O., P.A.

~

Wholesale Floorcoverings

Family Medicine
Aviation Medical Examiner

Red Marron
3235 Skylane
Suite 125
Carrollton, Texas 75006

Office 298-617 4'
Ans. Service 521-4111

(214) 250-4040
Fax(214)250-6615

Gene lullanlu

I.A., D.M.E., A&P, D.A.R.
Director of Aviation
Aviation Mechanic School

PAPPY'S
CAFE
THE COUNTRY CAFE OF DAYS GONE BY!
H••••M• tle Burgen Counlly Bre• lldtut
Coeketll To Ortler
Old Fashioned 1I 4 lb.

Mama Burger 1/3 lb.
Pappy Burger 1/2 lb.
Grand Pappy Burger 1 lb.
Home-made onion rings
fresh pies and cakes

Hot Plate Lu• ch

8:30-4:00 Tues-Sun
N. W. Regional Airport

AIRPlANES & GREAT FOOD! 817-491-1009

222 S. Cedar Ridge
Duncanville, Texas 75116

Office Hours By Appointment

~ CALL IT /'Y\ET.-0•8ELLe."
'CAUS£ rr l!VOLVl!C OUT OF
CELLU&.-'R. T&CMNOLOSCI .'
11

Classifieds - Aviation ads can be placed by
Chapter 168 members free of charge.

Real Estate
Lot in Horseshoe Bend Air Park
(South of Weatherford). Lets make a deal.
$4,000 - Jim Mahoney, Ste, 636, POB
917729, Longwood FL 32791, (813) 6477044
Home 5/3/3 in Air Park Dallas. Satellite TV and home theater audio system,
elegance of wood paneling, built-ins and
trim. Attached Hanger/Shop/Garage Howard 248-4104 or Joe Harker 7338783

Panes
Sonerai II - Low wing taildragger, 2
place. On Gear. Have all parts to com- _
plete, including wing modification, 2180cc
VW (Monnett conversion) 0 hrs. $4,000 Gene 424-9880
Christavia MKI. 285 hrs TT. Lye 10235, 180 hp rebuilt by certified shop. Prop
is yellow tagged Sensenich. All elect
equip was purchased new; Val 760 Com,
Flybuddy Loran, NARCO AR-850 encoder, starter. Aircraft located at Clover
Field south of Houston Hobby. Can send
photo. $16,000 - Mike Burkhalter
(713)996-7931
Appcee w/ Doyn Geronimo Convertion. 4100 hr TT and 700hr 180 hp engines
with fresh anual. $38,500- Bob at Lancaster Airport

Parts and Things
Fuel Trailer, 38 Gal. Welded Aluminum
Tank, 13gpm 12volt pump, room for storage, service station type nozzle. $550 Mel Asberry 517-5070
Carburetor, MA3A. P/N 10-3103 yellow tag - venturi and metal float, AD c/w
by J&G Carburetor in July 94. $700 (no
exchange) - Earl Browning 684-7670

Want To Buy
Parts for Starduster II project: ailer~ns, e~evators, rudder, fuel tank, engine

EAA Chapter 168 Officers
President Sam Cooper
VPresident Richard Robbins
Secretary
RalphHaroldson
Treasurer
JerryBidle
H.E.Edltor Cris Harrison

424-6930
270-1263
358-371 o
517-0946
620-2486

Board of Directors
Marvin Brott
Clair Button
Don Christiansen
Gary Hansen
Tom lewis
Brownie Seals
Jay S~r

235-5552
231-6070
298-6531
242-1620
394-1895
248-4335
243-3007

Technical Counselors
Mel Asberry
. - Owen Bruce
. Steve Marchand
. Brownie Seals
. Jim Rushing

517-5070
231-3946
475-0571
248-4335
727-5630

Flight Advisors
Mel Asberry
Brownie Seals
Gene Spaulding
AdYertlalng
Chapter Trailer
Data Processing
Fly-Ins
Librarian
Meetings
Safety Off leer
Tool Custodian
Young Eagles

517-5070
248-4335
661-9229

FayeTroxel

Vern Williams
Rance Rupp

Gary Glaser
Ernie Ludwick
Bo Bauereis
Mel Asberry
Ernie Ludwick
Scott Christensen

492-5530
484-7741
288-8452
231-3125
241-1185
348-1734
517-5070
241-1185
250-4934

mounts. New or Used. - Heman Matos,
POB 37441, Airport Station, San Juan,
Puerto Rico 00937-0441

Editor's Corner
Well here it is folks enjoy! Two
great articles! What more would you
want.. any way I'm out of here. Hope
to see you all at the fly-in! Please
send your comments, and don't be
bashful, I will print them. From now
on please try to give me your stuff at
the general meeting, or at the latest
at the board meeting. Got'a go. See
you all.

- Cris Harrison

